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Abstract—This article1 presents the design of a networked
system for joint compression, rate control and error correction
of video over resource-constrained embedded devices based on
the theory of compressed sensing. The objective of this work
is to design a cross-layer system that jointly controls the video
encoding rate, the transmission rate, and the channel coding rate
to maximize the received video quality. First, compressed sensing
based video encoding for transmission over wireless multimedia
sensor networks (WMSNs) is studied. It is shown that compressed
sensing can overcome many of the current problems of video
over WMSNs, primarily encoder complexity and low resiliency
to channel errors. A rate controller is then developed with the
objective of maintaining fairness among video streams while
maximizing the received video quality. It is shown that the rate of
compressed sensed video can be predictably controlled by varying
only the compressed sensing sampling rate. It is then shown that
the developed rate controller can be interpreted as the iterative
solution to a convex optimization problem representing the
optimization of the rate allocation across the network. The error
resiliency properties of compressed sensed images and videos
are then studied, and an optimal error detection and correction
scheme is presented for video transmission over lossy channels.
Finally, the entire system is evaluated through simulation and
testbed evaluation. The rate controller is shown to outperform
existing TCP-friendly rate control schemes in terms of both
fairness and received video quality. Testbed results also show
that the rates converge to stable values in real channels.

Index Terms—Compressed Sensing, Network Optimization,
Multimedia Streaming, Congestion Control, Sensor Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) [2] [3]

are self-organizing systems of embedded devices deployed to

retrieve, distributively process in real-time, store, correlate,

and fuse multimedia streams originated from heterogeneous

sources [4]. WMSNs are enablers for new applications in-

cluding video surveillance, storage and subsequent retrieval

of potentially relevant activities, and person locator services.

In recent years, there has been intense research and con-

siderable progress in solving numerous wireless sensor net-

working challenges. However, the key problem of enabling

real-time quality-aware video streaming in large-scale multi-

hop wireless networks of embedded devices is still open and

largely unexplored. There are two key shortcomings in systems

based on sending predictively encoded video (e.g., MPEG-4

1A preliminary shorter version of this paper [1] appeared in the Proceedings
of IEEE SECON 2010, Boston, MA, June 2010.

This paper is based upon work supported in part by the National Science
Foundation under grant CNS1117121 and by the Office of Naval Research
under grant N00014-11-1-0848.

Part 2, H.264/AVC [5], [6], [7], H.264/SVC [8]) through a

layered wireless communication protocol stack, i.e., encoder

complexity and low resiliency to channel errors [9].

• Encoder Complexity. Predictive encoding requires com-

plex processing algorithms, which lead to high energy

consumption. New video encoding paradigms are there-

fore needed to reverse the traditional balance of complex

encoder and simple decoder, which is unsuited for embed-

ded video sensors. Recently developed distributed video

coding [10] algorithms (aka Wyner- Ziv coding [11])

exploit the source statistics at the decoder, thus shifting

the complexity to the decoder. While promising [2],

most practical Wyner-Ziv codecs require end-to-end feed-

back from the decoder [12], which introduces additional

overhead and delay. Furthermore, gains demonstrated

by practical distributed video codecs are limited to 2-

5 dBs PSNR [13], [12]. Distributed video encoders that

do not require end-to-end feedback have been recently

proposed [14], but at the expense of a further reduction in

performance. In addition, all of these techniques require

that the encoder has access to the entire video frame (or

even multiple frames) before encoding the video.

• Limited Resiliency to Channel Errors. In existing

layered protocol stacks based on the IEEE 802.11 and

802.15.4 standards, frames are split into multiple packets.

If even a single bit is flipped due to channel errors, after

a cyclic redundancy check, the entire packet is dropped at

a final or intermediate receiver. This can cause the video

decoder to be unable to decode an independently coded

(I) frame, thus leading to loss of the entire sequence of

video frames. Instead, ideally, when one bit is in error, the

effect on the reconstructed video should be unperceivable,

with minimal overhead. In addition, the perceived video

quality should gracefully and proportionally degrade with

decreasing channel quality.

In this paper, we show that a new cross-layer optimized

wireless system based on the recently proposed compressed

sensing (CS) paradigm [15], [16], [17], [18] can offer a

promising solution to the aforementioned problems. Com-

pressed sensing (aka “compressive sampling”) is a new

paradigm that allows the faithful recovery of signals from

M << N measurements, where N is the number of samples

required for the Nyquist sampling. Hence, CS can offer an

alternative to traditional video encoders by enabling imaging

systems that sense and compress data simultaneously at very
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Fig. 1. Architecture of C-DMRC system.

low computational complexity for the encoder. Image coding

and decoding based on CS has recently been explored [19],

[20]. So-called single-pixel cameras that can operate efficiently

across a much broader spectral range (including infrared) than

conventional silicon-based cameras have also been proposed

[21]. However, transmission of CS images and video streaming

in wireless networks, and their statistical traffic characteriza-

tion, are substantially unexplored.

For this reason, we introduce the Compressive Distortion

Minimizing Rate Control (C-DMRC), a new distributed cross-

layer control algorithm that jointly regulates the CS sampling

rate, the data rate injected in the network, and the rate of a

simple parity-based channel encoder to maximize the received

video quality over a multi-hop wireless network with lossy

links. The cross-layer architecture of our proposed integrated

congestion control and video transmission scheme is shown

in Fig. 1. By jointly controlling the compressive video coding

at the application layer, the rate at the transport layer, and the

adaptive parity at the physical layer, we leverage information

at all three layers to develop an integrated congestion-avoiding

and distortion-minimizing system. Our work makes the follow-

ing contributions:

• Video Transmission Using Compressed Sensing. We

develop a video encoder based on compressed sensing.

We show that, by using the difference between the CS

samples of two frames, we can capture and compress

the frames based on the temporal correlation at low

complexity without using motion vectors.

• Distortion-based Rate Control. C-DMRC leverages the

estimated received video quality as the basis of the rate

control decision. The transmitting node controls the qual-

ity of the transmitted video directly. Since the data rate

of the video is linearly dependent on the video quality,

this effectively controls the data rate. By controlling

congestion in this way, short-term fairness in the quality

of the received videos is maintained even over videos that

have very different compression ratios.

• Rate Change Aggressiveness Based on Video Quality.

With the proposed controller, nodes adapt the rate of

change of their transmitted video quality based on an

estimate of the impact that a change in the transmission

rate will have on the received video quality. The rate con-

troller uses the information about the estimated received

video quality directly in the rate control decision. If the

sending node estimates that the received video quality

is high, and round trip time measurements indicate that

current network congestion condition would allow a rate

increase, the node will increase the rate less aggressively

than a node estimating lower video quality and the same

round trip time. Conversely, if a node is sending low-

quality video, it will gracefully decrease its data rate,

even if the RTT indicates a congested network. This

is obtained by basing the rate control decision on the

marginal distortion factor, i.e., a measure of the effect of

a rate change on video distortion.

• Optimality of Rate Control Algorithm. We finally show

that the proposed rate control algorithm can be interpreted

as an iterative solution to the optimal rate allocation

problem (i.e., finding the rates that maximize the sum

of video qualities).

To evaluate the system presented in this paper, the video

quality is measured as it is perceived at the receiving node.

For most measurements and simulations, structural similarity

(SSIM) [22] is used to evaluate the quality. The SSIM index

is preferred to the more widespread peak signal to noise ratio

(PSNR), which has been recently shown to be inconsistent
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with human eye perception [22] [23] [24]. 2

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

Section II, we discuss related work. In Section III we introduce

the C-DMRC system architecture. In Section IV, we describe

the proposed video encoder based on compressed sensing

(CSV). In Section V, we introduce the rate control system.

Section VI discusses channel coding issues. The performance

results are presented in Section VII. In Section VIII, we show

how the proposed rate control subsystem can be interpreted as

the solution algorithm to a rate optimization problem. Finally,

in Section IX we draw the main conclusions and discuss future

work.

II. RELATED WORK

The most common rate control scheme is the well-known

transmission control protocol (TCP) [25][26]. Because of

the additive increase/multiplicative-decrease algorithm used in

TCP, the variation in the rate determined by TCP can be

very distracting for an end user, resulting in poor end user

perception of the video quality [27]. In addition, TCP assumes

that the main cause of packet loss is congestion [28], and

thus misinterprets losses caused by channel errors as signs

of congestion. These considerations have led to a number

of equation-based rate control schemes, which analytically

regulate the transmission rate of a node based on measured

parameters such as the number of lost packets and the round

trip time (RTT ) of the data packets. Two examples of this

are the TCP-Friendly Rate Control [29] [28], which uses the

throughput equation of TCP Reno [25], and the Analytical

Rate Control (ARC) [30] [31]. Both of these schemes attempt

to determine a source rate that is fair to TCP streams. However,

in a WMSN, priority must be given to the delay-sensitive

flows at the expense of other delay-tolerant data. Therefore,

both TCP and ARC result in a transmission rate that is more

conservative than the optimal rate. For this reason, in an

effort to optimize resource utilization in resource-constrained

WMSNs, our scheme does not take TCP fairness into account.

Recent work has investigated the effects of packet loss and

compression on video quality. In [32], the authors analyze the

video distortion over lossy channels of MPEG-encoded video

with both inter-frame coding and intra-frame coding. A factor

β is defined as the percentage of frames that are an intra-

frame, or I frame, i.e., a frame that is independently coded. The

2SSIM considers three different aspects to determine the similarity between
two images. If one image is considered the original, then the measure can
be viewed as the relative quality of the second image. The SSIM index
first calculates the luminance difference between the two images. Then it
subtracts the luminance components out and measures the contrast difference
between the two images. Finally, the contrast is divided out and the structural
difference is measured as the correlation between the two remaining signals.
These three measurements are then combined to result in the overall SSIM
index, which is a normalized value between 0 and 1. SSIM is a more accurate
measurement of error because the human visual system perceives structural
errors in the image more than others. For example, changes in contrast or
luminance, although mathematically significant, are very difficult to discern
for the human eye. Structural differences such as blurring, however, are very
noticeable. SSIM is able to weight these structural differences better to create
a measurement closer to what is visually noticeable than traditional measures
of image similarity such as mean squared error (MSE) or PSNR. These results
have been shown for images [22] and for videos [23] [24] in the LIVE
database.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the C-DMRC video rate control system.

authors then derive the value β that minimizes distortion at the

receiver. The authors of [32] investigate optimal strategies to

transmit video with minimal distortion. However, the authors

assume that the I frames are received correctly, and that the

only loss is caused by the inter-coded frames. In this paper,

we assume that any packet can be lost, and rely on properties

of CS video and on an adaptive parity mechanism to combat

channel impairments and increase the received video quality.

Quality of service (QoS) for video over the Internet has been

studied in [33] and [34]. Both of these works deal with QoS

of video over the Internet using TCP or a TCP-Friendly rate

controller. In general, a WMSN will not be directly connected

to the Internet, so requiring fairness to TCP may result in

significant underestimation of the achievable video quality.

Several recent papers take a preliminary look at video

encoding using compressed sensing [35], [36], [37]. Our work

is different in the following sense: (i) we only use information

that can be obtained from a single-pixel camera [21] and

do not use the original image in the encoding process at

the transmitter. Hence, C-DMRC is compatible with direct

detection of infrared or terahertz wavelength images, along

with the ability to compress images during the detection

process, avoiding the need to store the entire image before it

is compressed; (ii) we look at the problem from a networking

perspective, and consider the effect of joint rate control at the

transport layer, video encoding, and channel coding to design

an integrated system that maximizes the quality of wirelessly

transmitted CS video.

Finally, video encoding algorithms based on compressed

sensing are also presented in [38] and further refined in [39]

[40] [41]. In these works, the authors present a distributed

compressive video sensing (DCVS) system which, like the

encoder presented in this paper, does not require the source

node to have access to the raw video data. The rate allocation

is examined in [39]. However, unlike [39], the rate allocation

scheme presented in this paper is intended to maximize the

rate over multiple videos sharing a network, while [39] looks

to determine the optimal rate of a single video session based

on the sparsity of that raw video.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the overall architecture of the

compressive distortion-minimizing rate controller (C-DMRC).
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The system takes a sequence of images at a user-defined

number of frames per second and wirelessly transmits video

encoded using compressed sensing. The end-to-end round trip

time (RTT ) is measured to perform congestion control for

the video within the network, and the bit error rate (BER)

is measured/estimated to provide protection against channel

losses. The system combines functionalities of the application

layer, the transport layer and the physical layer to deliver video

through a multi-hop wireless network to maximize the received

video quality while accounting for network congestion and

lossy channels. As illustrated in Fig. 2, there are four main

components to the system, described in the following.

A. CS Camera

This is the subsystem where the compressed sensing image

capture takes place. The details of the CS-based video repre-

sentation are discussed in detail in Section IV-A1. The camera

can be either a traditional CCD or CMOS imaging system, or

it can be a single-pixel camera as proposed in [21]. In the

latter case, the samples of the image are directly obtained by

taking a linear combination of a random set of the pixels and

summing the intensity through the use of a photodiode. The

samples generated are then passed to the video encoder.

B. CSV Video Encoder

The CSV video encoder is discussed in Section IV-B. The

encoder receives the raw samples from the camera and gener-

ates compressed video frames. The compression is obtained

through properties of CS and by leveraging the temporal

correlation between consecutive video frames. The number of

samples, along with the sampling matrix (i.e., which pixels are

combined to create each sample, as discussed in more detail

in Section IV-A) are determined at this block. The number

of samples, or sampling rate, is based on input from the

rate controller, while the sampling matrix is pre-selected and

shared between sender and receiver.

C. Rate Controller

The rate control block takes as input the end-to-end RTT
of previous packets and the estimated sample loss rate to

determine the optimal sampling rate for the video encoder.

This sampling rate is then fed back to the video encoder. The

rate control law, which is designed to maximize the received

video quality while preserving fairness among competing

videos, is described in detail in Section V. The CS sampling

rate determined by the C-DMRC block is chosen to provide

the optimal received video quality across the entire network,

which is done by using the RTT to estimate the congestion

in the network along with the input from the adaptive parity

block to compensate for lossy channels.

D. Adaptive Parity

The Adaptive Parity block uses the measured or estimated

sample error rate of the channel to determine a parity scheme

for encoding the samples, which are input directly from the

video encoder. The Adaptive Parity scheme is described in

Section VI.

IV. CS VIDEO ENCODER (CSV)

In this section, we introduce the video encoder component

of the compressive distortion-minimizing rate control system.

A. Video Model

1) Compressed Sensing Preliminaries: We consider an im-

age signal represented through a vector x ∈ RN , where N
is the vector length. We assume that there exists an invertible

N ×N transform matrix Ψ such that

x = Ψs (1)

where s is a K-sparse vector, i.e., ||s||0 = K with K < N ,

and where || · ||p represents p-norm. This means that the

image has a sparse representation in some transformed domain,

e.g., wavelet. The signal is measured by taking M < N
measurements from linear combinations of the element vectors

through a linear measurement operator Φ. Hence,

y = Φx = ΦΨs = Ψ̃s. (2)

We would like to recover x from measurements in y. However,

since M < N the system is underdetermined. Hence, given a

solution s0 to (2), any vector s∗ such that s∗ = s0 + n, and

n ∈ N (Ψ̃) (where N (Ψ̃) represents the null space of Ψ̃), is

also a solution to (3). However, it was proven in [16] that if the

measurement matrix Φ is sufficiently incoherent with respect

to the sparsifying matrix Ψ, and K is smaller than a given

threshold (i.e., the sparse representation s of the original signal

x is “sparse enough”), then the original s can be recovered by

finding the sparsest solution that satisfies (2), i.e., the sparsest

solution that “matches” the measurements in y. However, the

problem above is in general NP-hard [42]. For matrices Ψ̃

with sufficiently incoherent columns, whenever this problem

has a sufficiently sparse solution, the solution is unique, and

it is equal to the solution of the following problem:

P1 : minimize ||s||1

subject to : ||y − Ψ̃s||22 < ǫ, (3)

where ǫ is a small tolerance. Note that problem P1 is a convex

optimization problem [43]. The reconstruction complexity

equals O(M2N3/2) if the problem is solved using interior

point methods [44]. Although more efficient reconstruction

techniques exist [45], the framework presented in this paper

is independent of the specific reconstruction method used.

2) Frame Representation: We represent each frame of the

video by 8-bit intensity values, i.e., a grayscale bitmap. To

satisfy the sparsity requirement of CS theory, the wavelet

transform [46] [47] is used as a sparsifying base. A conven-

tional imaging system or a single-pixel camera [21] can be

the base of the imaging scheme. In the latter case, the video

source only obtains random samples of the image (i.e., linear

combinations of the pixel intensities). In our model, the image

can be sampled using a scrambled block Hadamard ensemble

[48]

y = H32 · x, (4)
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where y represents image samples (measurements), H32 is

the 32× 32 Hadamard matrix and x the matrix of the image

pixels. The matrix x has been randomly reordered and shaped

into a 32 × N
32 matrix where N is the number of pixels in

the image. Then, M samples are randomly chosen from x

and transmitted to the receiver. The receiver then uses the

M samples along with the randomization patterns for both

randomizing the pixels into x and choosing the samples out

of x to be transmitted (both of which can be decided before

network setup) and recreates the image solving P1 in (3)

through a suitable algorithm, e.g., GPSR3 [49], StOMP [50].

B. CS Video Encoder (CSV)

The CSV video encoder uses compressed sensing to encode

video by exploiting the spatial and temporal redundancy

within the individual frames and between adjacent frames,

respectively.

1) Intra-frame (I) Encoding: As stated above, each of the I
frames are encoded individually, i.e., as a single image that is

independent of the surrounding frames. Two variables mainly

affect the compression of I frames; the sample quantization

rate (Q), and the ratio of samples per pixel (γ), referred to as

the sampling rate.

Sample Quantization Rate. The sample quantization rate

(Q) refers to the number of bits per sample used to quantize the

data for digital transmission. We conducted empirical studies

to test the effect of quantization of samples generated from

linear combinations of pixels as in (4) over a set of reference

images with a constant overall compression rate. The results

are reported in Fig. 3, which shows the SSIM index [22] of a

set of reference images for multiple quantization levels. The

reference images used are 25 grayscale images varying in size

between 256 × 256 pixels to 1024 × 1024 pixels. All images

are from the USC Signal and Image Processing Institute image

repository [51]. As Q decreases and less bits are being used

to encode each sample, more samples can be obtained for the

same compression rate. There is a clear maximum value at

Q = 5.

Sampling Rate γ. The sampling rate γ is the number of

transmitted samples per original image pixel. An empirical

study was performed on the images in [51] to determine the

3GPSR is used for image reconstruction in the simulation results presented
in this paper.
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amount of distortion in the recreated images due to varying

sampling rates, and is reported in Fig. 4.

The proposed CSV encoder is designed to: i) encode video

at low complexity for the encoder; ii) take advantage of

the temporal correlation between frames. While the proposed

method is general, it works particularly well for security

videos, in which the camera is not moving, but only the objects

within the field of view (FOV) are moving. Because of the

still camera, there will often be a large amount of redundancy

from one frame of the video to the next due to the unchanging

background.

The key intuition behind the encoder is to exploit this

redundancy within the framework of compressed sensing. To

this aim, we consider the algebraic difference between the

CS samples. Then, this difference is again compressively

sampled and transmitted. If the image being encoded and

the reference image are very similar (i.e., have a very high

correlation coefficient), then this difference image (represented

as difference between compressed samples) will be sparse (in

the domain of compressed samples) and have less variance

than either of the original images. The main compression of

the difference frames comes from the above properties and

is exploited in two ways. First, because of the sparsity in

the difference frame, it can be further compressed using CS

resulting in fewer samples The number of samples is based

on the sparsity the same as is done in the CS sampling of the

initial frame. Second, the lower variance allows us to use fewer

quantization levels to accurately represent the information, and

therefore fewer bits per sample.

2) Video Encoding: The video encoding process is deter-

mined by the type of frame (I frame or P frame) being

encoded, as shown in Fig. 5. The pattern of the encoded frames

is IPPP · · ·PIPPP · · · , where the distance between two I
frames is referred to as the group of pictures (GOP ).

I frames are encoded using (4). The number of samples to

include is determined as γI · N , where N is the number of

pixels in the unencoded frame and γI is the I frame sampling

rate. The rate control law to determine the current value for

γI is discussed in Section V. The samples are then quantized

at the optimal rate (Q = 5 in our experiments) and then

transmitted.

To construct a P frame, the image is first sampled using

CS using the same scheme as an I frame (i.e., using (4)).

However, to take advantage of temporal correlation, additional
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TABLE I
COMPRESSION GAIN USING P FRAMES.

Amount of Motion low medium high

Gain 556% 455% 172%

processing is required. First, the difference vector (dv) for

frame t is calculated as

dv = s∗
t−1

− s∗
t
, (5)

where s∗
t

is a vector containing all of the samples of the tth

frame. The dv is then compressed using (4), quantized and

transmitted. The number of samples m needed to represent

dv after it is compressed is proportional to the sparsity K
of dv and defined as m ≈ K log(N) where N is the length

of dv. For videos with very high temporal correlation such

as security videos, the dv will also have very low variance,

allowing for a lower quantization rate Q. In the simulations

reported in this paper, we used Q = 3.

In terms of compression ratio, the effectiveness of this

scheme depends on the temporal correlation between frames

of the video. The compression of each of these schemes (at

the same received video quality) was compared to basic CS

compression (i.e., using I frames only) for three videos. The

videos chosen were Foreman (representing high motion) and

two security videos; one monitoring a walkway with moderate

traffic (moderate motion) and one monitoring a walkway with

only light traffic (low motion), and the percentage improve-

ment, calculated as Size without P frames
Size with P frames

×100 is presented in Table

I. While the compression of the high motion video can be

increased by 172%, the moderate and low motion security

videos (which represent typical application scenarios for our

encoder) show far more improvement by using the P frames.

3) Video Decoding: The decoding process, illustrated in

Fig. 6, solves the problem in (3) to reconstruct the dv (in the

case of a P frame) and the original frame. For I frames, the

frame can be directly reconstructed from the received samples.

For P frames, the dv must first be reconstructed from the

received samples. Once this vector is reconstructed using (3),

the samples for the tth P frame are found by s∗t = dv+s∗t−1.

The tth frame is then reconstructed using (3) from s∗
t
.

V. RATE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the congestion-avoiding rate

control mechanism for use with the compressed sensed video

Receive
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Reconstruct

Image

Reconstruct
Difference

Vector

Store
Previous
Samples

Decoded
Samples

I Frame Samples

I Frame Samples

Image

Vector
P Frame SamplesDifference

dv Samples

Fig. 6. Block diagram for CS video decoder.

encoder (CSV) described in Section IV-B. The rate control

subsystem both provides fairness in terms of video quality

and maximizes the overall video quality of multiple videos

transported through the network.

To avoid network congestion, a sending node needs to take

two main factors into account. First, the sender needs to

regulate its rate in such a way as to allow any competing

transmission at least as much bandwidth as it needs to attain

a comparable video quality as itself. Note that this is different

from current Internet practice, in which the emphasis is on

achieving fairness in terms of data rate (not video quality).

Second, the sender needs to regulate its rate to make sure that

packet losses due to buffer overflows are reduced, which can

be done by reducing the overall data rate if it increases to a

level that the network can not sustain.

To determine congestion, the round trip time RTT is

measured for the transmitted video packets, where RTT is

defined as the amount of time it takes for a packet to go from

the source to the destination and a small reply packet to go

from the destination back to the source. The change in RTT
is measured as

∆R̃TTt =

N−1
∑

i=0

ai ·RTTt−i

N ·
N−1
∑

i=0

ai

−

N
∑

i=1

ai · RTTt−i

N ·
N
∑

i=1

ai

, (6)

which represents the difference of the weighted average over

the previous N received RTT measurements with and without

the most recent measurement. The weights ai are used to low-

pass filter the round trip time measurements, to give more

importance to the most recent RTT measurements and to

make sure that the protocol reacts quickly to current network

events, while averaging assures that nodes do not react too

quickly to a single high or low measurement.

The video encoder described in Section IV generates two

types of video frames; the I frame, which is an intra-encoded

frame, and the P frame, which is an inter-encoded frame. The

I frames are independently encoded, i.e., they are encoded

using only the data contained within a single frame allowing

these frames to be decoded independently of the previous

frame. However, I frames do not take advantage of correlation

between frames resulting in lower rate-distortion performance.

P frames on the other hand are encoded based on previous

frames by leveraging the temporal correlation between frames.
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Compression for Baldy Walkway

Fig. 7. Ratio of encoder output to encoder input vs I frame sampling rate.

Although this results in smaller frame sizes, it also allows

errors to propagate from one frame to the next [32].

We present a novel approach in which the sampling rate

γI of the video is used to control the data rate. Since γI
is linearly proportional to the compression of the I frames

(as seen in Fig. 7), controlling γI controls the compression

rate of the entire video and therefore the data rate of the

video transmission. Because of this linear relationship, we can

control the compression of the entire video by varying only

the I frame video quality.

We model the quality of the received video stream with a

three-parameter model [32]

DI = D0 +
θ

γI −R0
, (7)

where DI represents the distortion of the video. The pa-

rameters D0, θ and R0 depend on the video characteristics

and quantization level Q and can be estimated from empirical

rate-distortion curves via a linear least-square curve fitting.

The rate control is based on the marginal distortion factor

δ, which is defined by

δ =
θ

(γI −R0)2
, (8)

i.e., the derivative of (7) with respect to γI .

At the source node of each video transmission, the amount

of data generated by the video source for the (t+ 1)
th

group

of pictures is controlled through

γI,t+1 =











γI,t − (1 − δ) · β ·∆R̃TTt if ∆R̃TTt > α

γI,t − δ · κ ·∆R̃TTt if ∆R̃TTt < −α

γI,t else,
(9)

where β > 0 and κ > 0 are both constants used to scale

δ to the range of the sampling rate. α is a constant used

to prevent the rate from oscillating with very minor changes

in ∆R̃TTt. The marginal distortion factor is used in (9)

to promote fairness in terms of distortion. If there are two

nodes transmitting video and both observe the same negative

value for ∆R̃TTt, the sending node with the lower current

video quality will take advantage of the decreased network

congestion faster than the node that is transmitting at a higher

rate by increasing its sampling rate more aggressively. The
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Fig. 8. Linear least square curve fitting for two videos using CS video
encoder.
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Fig. 9. SSIM for images with and without errored samples.

inverse is true for positive values of ∆R̃TTt. This can be

seen in Fig. 7. At lower compression levels, a change in the

rate has a higher impact on the received image quality than

an equal change will have at a higher rate. Similarly, 1 − δ,

results in a function which has low values at low rates, and

higher values at higher rates. The term 1 − δ is then used to

prevent a node from decreasing the rate significantly when the

rate is already low, but encourage the node to decrease the rate

when the data rate is already high.

Channel errors are accounted for through the use of the

adaptive parity scheme, described in Section VI. The adaptive

parity scheme provides feedback to the C-DMRC rate con-

troller indicating the expected sample delivery success rate c.

VI. ADAPTIVE PARITY-BASED TRANSMISSION

For a fixed number of bits per frame, the perceptual quality

of video streams can be further improved by dropping errored

samples that would contribute to image reconstruction with

incorrect information. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 which

shows the reconstructed image quality both with and without

including samples containing errors. Although the plots in Fig.

9 assume that the receiver knows which samples have errors,

they demonstrate that there is a very large possible gain in

received image quality if those samples containing errors can

be removed.

We studied adaptive parity with compressed sensing for

image transmission in [52], where we showed that since the

transmitted samples constitute an unstructured, random, inco-

herent combination of the original image pixels, in CS, unlike

traditional wireless imaging systems, no individual sample
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Fig. 10. Adaptive parity vs RCPC encoding for variable bit error rates.

is more important for image reconstruction than any other

sample. Instead, the number of correctly received samples is

the only main factor in determining the quality of the received

image. Because of this, a sample containing an error can

simply be discarded and the impact on the video quality, as

shown in Fig. 9, is negligible as long as the error rate is

small. This error detection is realized by using even parity

on a predefined number of samples, which are all dropped

at the receiver or at an intermediate node if the parity check

fails. This is particularly beneficial in situations when the BER

is still low, but too high to just ignore errors. To determine

the amount of samples to be jointly encoded, the amount of

correctly received samples is modeled as

c =

(

Q · b

Q · b+ 1

)

(1−BER)Q·b, (10)

where c is the estimated amount of correctly received

samples, b is the number of jointly encoded samples, and Q
is the quantization rate per sample. To determine the optimal

value of b for a given BER, (10) can be differentiated, set equal

to zero and solved for b, resulting in b =
−1+

√

1− 4
log(1−BER)

2Q .

The optimal channel encoding rate can then be found from

the measured/estimated value for the end-to-end BER and used

to encode the samples based on (10). The received video

quality using the parity scheme described was compared to

different levels of channel protection using rate compatible

punctured codes (RCPC). Specifically, we use the 1
4 mother

codes discussed in [53]. Clearly, as these codes are punctured

to reduce the redundancy, the effectiveness of the codes

decreases as far as the ability to correct bit errors. Therefore,

we are trading BER for transmission rate.

Figure 10 illustrates the performance of the adaptive parity

scheme compared to RCPC codes. For all reasonable values of

the bit error rate, the adaptive parity scheme outperforms all

levels of RCPC codes. The parity scheme is also much simpler

to implement than more powerful forward error correction

(FEC) schemes. This is because even though the FEC schemes

show stronger error correction capabilities, the additional

overhead does not make up for the video quality increase

compared to just dropping the samples that have errors.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We perform two sets of experiments to verify the per-

formance of the C-DMRC system. First, the rate controller

is simulated using ns-2 version 2.33, modified to simulate

transmission of CS video. In addition, to evaluate the effect

of a real wireless channel, CS video streaming with the

adaptive parity-based channel encoder is tested using a multi-

hop testbed based on USRP2 software defined radios.

A. Evaluation of Rate Controller

The rate control algorithm of C-DMRC is compared directly

to TFRC [29] [28] to verify: (i) that the received video

quality is higher than that obtained by using TFRC rate

control for a single video transmission; (ii) that the overall

fairness (as measured with Jain’s Fairness Index) is higher

between multiple videos than that obtained from TFRC; (iii)

that the overall received video quality over multiple video

transmissions is higher for the C-DMRC rate controller than

for TFRC. The topology of the network is a Manhattan Grid

consisting of 49 nodes (7x7). The senders and sink are chosen

randomly for 10 random number seeds. All senders transmitted

video to a single sink node. Routing is based on AODV

[54], and MAC on IEEE 802.11b. The model used for the

wireless radios is based on the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN

DSSS radio. The physical channel is modified to return the

bit error rate of each packet, which is needed for the adaptive

parity calculation.

We use real video traces recorded at the University at

Buffalo to simulate video traffic within the ns-2 simulator.

Initially, trace files are obtained from the CSV video encoder

for multiple values of γI . These trace files are input into ns-

2, where the rate control decisions are made at simulation

time. The network simulator determines the sampling rate γI ,

and derives the video size based on this value. After network

simulation, a trace of the received samples is fed back into the

CSV video decoder and the resulting received video frames are

recreated using compressed sensing. These video frames are

then compared to the original uncompressed and untransmitted

video.

The first result is for a single video transmission within

the 49 node network. This is done to compare C-DMRC and

TFRC in a best-case scenario (i.e., no inter-flow interference

and sufficient available capacity). Figure 11 shows the instan-

taneous SSIM at each frame of a 1300 frame video. Clearly, C-

DMRC results in a higher SSIM value for basically the entire

video. The portions of the video where both SSIM values

decrease are due to variations in the video content. At these

points, traffic originating from the video increases, resulting in

an increase of RTT and a decrease in the sampling rate. Both

C-DMRC and TFRC respond to this traffic increase quickly,

but C-DMRC recovers faster than TFRC.

The second set of simulations compare C-DMRC and

TFRC with multiple videos simultaneously transmitted in the

network. The number of video transmissions is varied from 1

to 5, with each video starting 10 seconds (120 frames) after the

previous. The varying starting rates assure that videos starting

at different times are treated fairly.
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Fig. 11. SSIM of a single video transmission using C-DMRC and TFRC.
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Fig. 12. SSIM of multiple video transmissions using C-DMRC and TFRC.

Figure 12 shows the results from this simulation. For each of

the simulations, C-DMRC results in a higher average SSIM

than TFRC. The fairness is shown in Fig. 13, where Jain’s

Fairness Index [55] is used to measure the fairness among

multiple senders. Again, C-DMRC clearly outperforms TFRC.

Finally, in Fig. 14, We show the quality in SSIM and PSNR

of the Akiyo video [56]. Unlike the security videos tested

until now that have brief periods of moderate motion, Akiyo

has constant low motion. Similar to the other tests, C-DMRC

outperforms TFRC.

B. Software Defined Radio Testbed Experiments

The proposed C-DMRC scheme is tested on a Universal

Software Radio Peripheral 2 (USRP2) [57] platform running

the GNU radio [58] software radio protocol stack. There are

three nodes in the network, with one node acting as a video

source, one as both a source and a relay and a third as the

common destination. The MAC protocol is IEEE 802.11b and
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Fig. 13. Jain’s fairness index of multiple video transmissions using C-DMRC
and TFRC.
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Fig. 14. SSIM and PSNR of Akiyo transmissions using C-DMRC and TFRC.

the modulation scheme employed is DQPSK to provide a

physical layer data rate of 2 Mbit/s. The radios are placed

6 m apart, and the frequency selected for transmission is

2.433 GHz. Each frame output from the CS encoder is

packetized and transmitted as a single burst. The GOP size of

the video is three with each GOP consisting of one I frame

followed by two P frames. One acknowledge packet is sent

for each frame, and ∆R̃TT is measured over six frames.

Two different videos are transmitted through the network.

The videos are input into the source nodes as a series of

bitmap images. The source nodes then use the C-DMRC

scheme to encode the video using CSV, add parity bits for

error correction, and transmit the video through the network.

The sampling rate at each source is determined using the rate

control law (9). To determine the performance of the system,

the sampling rate γI is measured at each of the sources, and

the queue length is measured at the relay. As Fig. 15 shows, the

sampling rates vary based on the queue length, and converge

to a stable solution. When the sum encoding rate is higher

than the capacity of the link from the relay to the destination,

there is congestion as can be seen by the increase in the queue

lengths. The source nodes are able to detect this congestion

from the increase in ∆R̃TT and reduce their sampling rates

by as determined by (9). As the queues empty and ∆R̃TT
decreases, the sampling rate is increased until a stable value

is reached. The resulting sampling rate is low enough that

the bottleneck link can handle the resulting traffic, and the

sampling rates remain nearly constant for the remainder of

the video transmission.

Finally a test is done to demonstrate the fairness of the

protocol across different videos from different sources. In this

test, two significantly different videos are considered. One is

the Pamphlet video and the other is the Baldy Walkway video,

shot at the University at Buffalo. The Pamphlet video has

sudden rapid movements and the Baldy Walkway video has

low temporal movement. The figure shows the reaction of the

sampling rate of the Baldy Walkway video with changes in

the Pamphlet video. As seen in Figs. 16 and 17, the sampling

rate for both the videos is nearly the same and responds to

changes in either of the videos.
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Fig. 16. Sampling rate and encoding rates of significantly different videos.

C. Comparison with H.264

In this section, we present a brief qualitative comparison

between the proposed CSV encoder and H.264. Based only

on rate distortion performance, H.264, which uses the most

sophisticated motion estimation techniques, far outperforms

CSV. However, when the error resilience and low-complexity

encoding of CSV are considered, we can make a case that

CSV requires less power for both encoding a video and for

transmitting each frame for a target level of received video

quality. Though we present her some measurements between

the two encoders, a full comparison between the two encoders

requires a new power-rate-distortion framework that takes

error resilience into account, which is beyond the scope of

this paper and saved for future work.

We first look at a comparison between H.264 and CSV in
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Fig. 17. Sampling rate and round trip times of significantly different videos.
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Fig. 18. SSIM of H.264 and CSV with channel errors.

terms of error resilience. As previously discussed in Section

VI, CS measurements can tolerate a fairly large amount of

bit errors before the received video quality is affected. This

is certainly not the case for predictive video encoding, and

not even more transform-based image compression standards

such as JPEG. Figure 18 shows the effect of bit errors on the

received video quality for CVS and H.264. This plot is ob-

tained by transmitting each video through a binary symmetric

channel, and decoding the errored video. No channel coding

was used for either encoder, and the H.264 video is decoded

using the implementation in ffmpeg. The SSIM is modeled

empirically as a low pass filter. The H.264 quality decreases

when the BER increases above 10−4. However, CSV quality

does not decrease until the BER increases above 5 × 10−3.

Clearly, the CSV encoder can tolerate much higher error rates

than H.264 before the video quality is significantly affected.

This could result in significant transmission power savings or a

significant decrease in the amount of forward error correction

coding for a video sensor node

Another important factor in WMSNs is the complexity of

encoding CSV compared to H.264. To measure the complexity

difference, The CSV encoder was compared to the libx264

encoder as implemented in ffmpeg [59] using only intra

(I) frames. The processor load for encoding the video was

compared, and is presented in Fig. 19. Clearly, the processor

load is significantly lower for CSV than for H.264. This leads

to a decrease in the energy needed to encode the video. To

determine an overall comparison between the two encoders,

the energy savings gained by the error resilience and lower

encoding complexity need to be compared to the energy cost

of transmitting more bits to represent each frame.

VIII. THE OPTIMALITY OF THE C-DMRC RATE

CONTROLLER

Last, we analyze the performance of the rate controller

presented in Section V. We represent the network as a set

N of nodes. The set L represents the set of all links in the

network.We indicate the set of video source nodes as S, with

S ⊂ N . We define L(s) as the set of links in L used by source

s. For each link l, let S(l) = {s ∈ S | l ∈ L(s)} be the set of

sources that use link l. By definition, l ∈ L(s) if and only if

s ∈ S(l). The problem can then be formulated as follows:
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Fig. 19. Processor load for a software implementation of H.264 and CSV.

maximize
γI

∑

s∈S

Us(γI,s)

subject to
∑

i:l∈L(i)

τiγI,i ≤ cl, ∀l ∈ L
(11)

where γI = [γI,1, γI,2, · · · , γI,|S|] is the vector of sampling

rates for all sources, τi is a constant that maps sampling rates

to data rates, i.e., xi = τiγI,i, Ui(γI,i) = D0,i +
θi

γI,i−R0,i

is the quality of video source i at sampling rate γI,i and cl
represents the capacity of link l. Since Ui(γI,i) is a concave

function and the constraints are affine in the rate variables, the

problem is convex. We modeled the problem (11) with CVX

[60] and solved it as a semidefinite program using SeDuMi

[61].

We can now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1: The rate control equation update (9) converges

to a distributed solution to (11).

Proof: The Lagrangian of (11) is defined as [43]

L(γI, λ) =
∑

s∈S

Us(γI,s)−
∑

l∈L

λl





∑

s∈S(l)

τsγI,s − cl





=
∑

s∈S



Us(γI,s)− τsγI,s
∑

l∈L(s)

λl



+
∑

l∈L

λlcl,

(12)

Where λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λ|L|]. The Lagrange dual function

is then given by

g(λ) = max
γI

L(γI, λ)

=
∑

s∈S

max
γI,s

[Us(γI,s)− τγI,sλ
s] +

∑

l∈L

λlcl,
(13)

where λs =
∑

l∈L(s)

λl.

Each Lagrange multiplier λl, which can be interpreted as

the delay at link l [62] , is implicitly updated as

λl(t+ 1) = [λl(t)− α (cl − x∗
l (λ(t)))]

+
(14)

where x∗
l (λ(t)) =

∑

s∈S(l)

τsγ
∗
I,s represents the total optimal

rate offered at link l and α denotes the step size. We define

[·]+ as max(0, ·).
Since Us(γI,s) − τsγI,s is differentiable,

Fig. 20. Simple network topology demonstrating congestion between two
video streams.

Fig. 21. Linear network topology demonstrating varying congestion between
four video streams.

maxγI,s
[Us(γI,s)− τsγI,sλ

s] is obtained when

dUs(γI,s)

dγI,s
= τsλ

s, (15)

which states that the derivative with respect to the sam-

pling rate should be equal to a scaled version of the delay.

Since Us(γI,s) (as defined in (7)) is a concave monotonically

increasing function in γI,s,
dUs(γI,s)

dγI,s
is decreasing in γI,s.

Therefore, as λs varies, the optimal update direction of γI,s is

the negative of the direction of the change in round trip time.

The simplest interpretation of ∆RTT i(t+ 1) as calculated

in (6) and used in (9) for source i is the difference between

consecutive delay measurements λi(t)−λi(t−1). The update

direction of γI,s is then given by (− ∆RTT ), which is the

direction of the update in (9). Finally, it was shown in [63]

that given a small enough step size, a gradient projection

algorithm such as (9) will converge to the optimal sampling

rate allocation.

Numerical simulations were also run to support this inter-

pretation. Two simple networks were tested as shown in Fig.

20 and Fig. 21, respectively, where Ci represents the capacity

on link i and Ni represents node i. The arrows represent

video streams. In both cases, the optimal rate allocation was

determined by solving the optimization problem directly as

a semidefinite program using SeDuMi [61] with the convex

optimization toolbox CVX [60], and the same problem was

solved using the iterative algorithm (9).

These two topologies were chosen because they verify two

important requirements for a distortion based rate controller.

The network in Fig. 20 has two video streams with a single

bottleneck link. This topology can be used to assure that

two different videos with different rate-distortion properties

achieve the same received video quality. The other topology,

shown in Fig. 21, was used to show that the rate controller will
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Fig. 22. Sampling rate from the C-DMRC rate controller compared to the
optimal sampling rate allocation for topology 1.
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Fig. 23. Sampling rate from the C-DMRC rate controller compared to the
optimal sampling rate allocation for topology 2.

take advantage of unused capacity. Video 3 in this network is

only contending with a single other video, while the other three

videos are contending with each other resulting in a higher

optimal rate for video 3.

The results from these tests are shown in Figures 22, 23,

24 and 25. Figures 22 and 23 show the I frame sampling

rate of the videos compared to the optimal value, and Fig.

24 and 25 show the actual video qualities. In all cases, the

rate found by the iterative algorithm was within 5% of the

optimal value as determined by the convex solver. The 5%

difference between the optimal rates and the rates obtained

from the iterative algorithm are due to the step size of the

algorithm. If the step size were decreased, the resulting rate

would be closer to the optimal. However, making the step

size too small results in an algorithm which is infeasible to

implement because of the amount of updates needed. Finally,

to avoid the trivial solution of all rates and qualities being

equal, different videos were transmitted. The simulations show

that the iterative algorithm achieved all requirements, and was

nearly optimal for both networks.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced a new wireless video transmission

system based on compressed sensing. The system consists of

a video encoder, distributed rate controller, and an adaptive

parity channel encoding scheme that take advantage of the

properties of compressed sensed video to provide high-quality

video to the receiver using a low-complexity video sensor
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Fig. 24. Video quality from the C-DMRC rate controller compared to the
optimal sampling rate allocation for topology 1.
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Fig. 25. Video quality from the C-DMRC rate controller compared to the
optimal sampling rate allocation for topology 2.

node. The rate controller was then shown to be an implemen-

tation of an iterative gradient descent solution to the optimal

rate allocation optimization problem. Simulation results show

that the C-DMRC system results in a 5%-10% higher received

video quality in both a network with a higher load and a

small load. Simulation results also show that fairness is not

sacrificed, and is in fact increased, with the proposed system.

Finally, the video encoder, adaptive parity and rate controller

were implemented on a USRP2 software defined ratio. It was

shown that the rate controller correctly reacts to congestion

in the network based on measured round trip times, and that

the system works over real channels. We intend to implement

the remaining portions of the C-DMRC system on the USRP2

radios, including image capture and video decoding. We will

also measure the performance and complexity of this system

compared to state-of-the-art video encoders (H.264, JPEG-XR,

MJPEG, MPEG), transport (TCP, TFRC) and channel coding

(RCPC, Turbo codes).
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